CARE & MAINTENANCE
RECOMMENDATIONS
Framed Art & Mirrors
Upon arrival, keep framed artwork back to back with the corner protectors on the frames
until just before hanging. Frames may get scratched if corner protectors are removed
prematurely. Our framed art is made with a variety of materials, wraps, paints, and finishes.
The frame window may be covered with plexiglass or glass. For care & maintenance, gently
clean picture frames, glass and mirrors with a soft, clean dampened cotton cloth with only
mild soap and water to prevent abrasions of the frame surface.
Frames come in a variety of materials and finishes. Solvent based or other chemicals such as
Windex may damage the delicate patina and finishes of some frames and as such are
not recommended.
All of our framed art comes with a moisture barrier installed on the back. Regardless, proper
temperature and humidity must be maintained to avoid warping or mildew.

Canvas
Canvas surfaces are printed with OEM eco-solvent ink and is highly resistant to scratching or
fading. It can be cleaned with a soft duster or slightly damp, soft cloth with soap and water
and wiped carefully. Canvas should be treated similar to your other fabric surfaces and avoid
oversaturation with water or extended drying times may be required.

Sintra, Glass, Acrylic & Metal
We provide printed artwork on a variety of rigid substrates, including sintra (polystyrene),
glass, acrylic & metal. The ink used on our rigid substrates is UV cured for strength and
resistance to damage. However, it is possible to scratch these surfaces, so use of scouring
compounds such as Windex or other glass cleaners is discouraged. Use a soft damp cloth
with soap & water when cleaning acrylic, glass or aluminum printed surfaces. Avoid using
the same cloth that you clean other in room items with – it can retain dirt, grit, and residues
that may harm your artwork. We recommend using a new or separate cloth.

Wallcovering
Most2 of our wallcovering material is made using a combination of a vinyl top surface and a
woven or non-woven backing material. Our vinyl wallcovering artwork is printed using OEM
eco-solvent ink and is highly resistant to scratching or fading. Use a soft, damp cloth with
soap and water to clean wallcovering surfaces.
1. To receive data sheets or warranty information, contact your Kalisher Art Consultant or send an inquiry to
helpdirectme@kalisher.com

2. Some specialty or highly textured wall surfaces such as “Bling” may require extra care, contact your Kalisher Art
Consultant for more details on care.
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